Use quotation marks and other marks of punctuation appropriately.

**EXAMPLE**

"I'm sure that we have homework tonight. Didn't you hear Mrs. Lee tell us?" asked Steve.

"No, I didn't hear anything about homework," replied Alice. "Mrs. Lee said that we would read during class tomorrow.

"She said," responded Steve. "For homework, please begin reading the story on page fifty-two."

"Oh, I remember now," said Alice. "We're supposed to read pages fifty-two through fifty-five of 'To Build a Fire.'"

**EXERCISE A**  For each of the following sentences, add punctuation marks where they are needed.

**Example 1.**  "Who wrote the song 'Moon River'?" asked Carla.

1. I believe that Dr. Morris said Finish reading the novel tonight replied Rebecca.
2. Have you Jill asked seen my notebook?
3. The doctor replied Take two of these tablets once a day. You should feel better in a week or so.
4. I like to see it lap the miles is a famous first line in poetry, Mrs. Gomez remarked.
5. Who said The play's the thing? asked Jerry.

**EXERCISE B**  In the following dialogue, add punctuation marks where they are needed. Also, insert a paragraph symbol (¶) where each new paragraph should begin.

**Example [1]**  "Did Mrs. Phillips say, 'Be sure to study Poe for tomorrow's test'?" asked Tamara.

[6] Yes replied Peter she did say that she wants us to study Poe. [7] I have notes from the lecture on Poe's use of rhythm in the poem The Raven said Tamara. [8] Jeff responded That's good. I was absent that day. [9] We also need to study Hawthorne. I bet she'll ask us about the symbolism in the story The Minister's Black Veil said Gail. [10] Okay, here's the plan remarked Tim. Gather all of your notes, and we'll meet in the library at 6:00 P.M. to study.